Does low self-esteem enhance social pain? The relationship between trait self-esteem and anterior cingulate cortex activation induced by ostracism
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According to sociometer theory, self-esteem serves as a barometer of the extent to which individuals are socially included or excluded by others. We hypothesized that trait self-esteem would be related to social pain responsiveness, and we used functional magnetic resonance imaging to experimentally investigate this potential relationship. Participants (n=26) performed a cyberball task, a computerized game of catch during which the participants were excluded from the game. Participants then rated the degree of social pain experienced during both inclusion in and exclusion from the game. Individuals with lower trait self-esteem reported increased social pain relative to individuals with higher trait self-esteem, and such individuals also demonstrated a greater degree of dorsal anterior cingulate cortex activation. A psychophysiological interaction analysis revealed a positive connectivity between the dorsal anterior cingulate and prefrontal cortices for the lower trait self-esteem group, and a corresponding negative connectivity for the higher trait self-esteem group. Heightened dorsal anterior cortex activity and a corresponding connection with the prefrontal cortex might be one possible explanation for the greater levels of social pain observed experienced by individuals with low trait self-esteem.
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People’s thoughts and feelings about themselves in part reflect how they believe they are perceived and evaluated by others (Shrauger and Schoeneman, 1979). This is presumably true both in the moment (as others’ perceived reactions have an immediate effect on self-relevant feelings or state self-esteem) and over time (in the form of a cumulative history of evaluation related to self-concept or trait self-esteem). Leary and colleagues proposed a model of self-esteem that directly accounts for the link between this concept and interpersonal appraisals (Leary et al., 1995; Leary and Baumeister, 2000). According to sociometer theory, others’ reactions exert a strong effect on self-esteem because the self-esteem system itself serves as a subjective monitor or gauge of the degree to which the individual is being included and accepted versus excluded or rejected by other people. Because social inclusion and relationships are essential for good physical and psychological health, human beings presumably evolved a fundamental motive to maintain some degree of connectedness with other people (Ainsworth, 1989; Leary et al., 1995; Eisenberger and Lieberman, 2004; Macdonald and Leary, 2005). At the same time, successful maintenance of one’s interpersonal relationships would require a mechanism whereby the quality of one’s relationships vis-à-vis inclusion and exclusion could be monitored. Such a system would monitor the social environment for cues that connote exclusion, rejection, and ostracism, alerting the individual to potential threat by means of lowered state self-esteem when such cues are detected.

According to this proposal, people should feel worse about themselves on days when they feel excluded from others relative to days when they feel included. These fluctuations have been shown to occur within a context of relatively stable baseline levels of trait self-esteem that differ across people. According to Leary and Baumeister (2000), this trait self-esteem is related to past experiences of being rejected or included, and is also associated with people’s potential for social inclusion according to their standing on various socially desirable traits, including physical attractiveness and intelligence (Anthony et al., 2007). In an online diary study that employed cross-lagged analysis,
people who reported lower quality relationships with family members, friends and romantic partners had lower levels of trait self-esteem (Denissen et al., 2008). This evidence supports the sociometer theory notion that trait self-esteem is dependent upon an individual’s history of acceptance and rejection, which is itself reflected in the overall quality of their social relationships.

Some studies suggest that trait self-esteem is related to the nature of an individual’s cognitions in social situations. Leary et al. (1995) reported that trait self-esteem is negatively correlated with perceived exclusionary status, suggesting that people with low trait self-esteem may be more likely to perceive others’ reactions as indicative of rejection, relative to people with higher trait self-esteem. In another study (Leary, 2002), participants were asked to write an essay about being rejected by someone they cared about. Participants with low trait self-esteem experienced more anxiety during this task than did those with higher trait self-esteem. This result suggests that individuals with lower trait self-esteem show stronger affective responses to social exclusion than those with higher trait self-esteem, even when the nature of the social exclusion situation is held constant.

Social pain is a specific negative emotional reaction to the perception that one is being excluded from desired relationships or is being devalued by desired relationship partners or groups (Macdonald and Leary, 2005). Exclusion may be the result of any number of factors, including rejection, death of a loved one or forced separation. Neuroscience studies have used various tasks to induce social pain. The task most frequently used is dubbed the ‘cyberball’ task, which is a virtual game of catch played on a computer (although participants may believe that they are playing with other people over a network) (Williams and Jarvis, 2006). Recently, Eisenberger and her colleagues (2003) used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to determine which brain regions are active when participants are socially excluded during a cyberball task. A significant increase in dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) activation was observed during social exclusion, and degree of self-reported social distress was significantly correlated with this increase in dACC activity. This result suggests that the dACC plays an important role in the perception of social pain. Physical and social pain may share a neurobiological basis (Eisenberger and Lieberman, 2004; Macdonald and Leary, 2005), as the dACC also appears to be involved in the experience of physical pain (Price, 2000; Rainville, 2002; Rainville et al., 1997). Furthermore, perceptions of daily social support are related to the degree of dACC activity that is observed during social exclusion (Eisenberger et al., 2007). Individuals in a cyberball task study who interacted regularly with supportive individuals over a 10-day period showed diminished dACC activity during social exclusion, relative to individuals who reported lower levels of daily social support. This finding suggests that degree of daily social inclusion has an effect on subsequent responsiveness to any instances of social exclusion that may occur. Because the quality of one’s social relationships affects trait self-esteem (Denissen et al., 2008), trait self-esteem may itself serve to moderate the experience of social pain.

Our previous research has found dACC activity to be positively correlated with the degree of self-reported social distress experienced during a game of cyberball (Onoda et al., 2009). The cyberball task is thought to reflect a milder form of exclusion than that which might be experienced while interacting with real people, although one study reported that participants who were excluded during a computer-based task felt a degree of social pain that was comparable to that felt by participants who were excluded by actual people (Zadro et al., 2004). In human society, exclusion can lead to various difficulties, including loss of contact with important others or loss of other resources (Macdonald and Leary, 2005). Zadaro et al. (2004) interpreted their result as strong evidence for a primitive and automatic adaptive sensitivity to even the slightest hint of social exclusion.

According to sociometer theory (Leary et al., 1995; Leary, 2002), people with lower trait self-esteem should show higher levels of social pain and corresponding dACC activity during social exclusion, as compared to people with higher trait self-esteem. This possibility has yet to be tested. We examined the relationship between trait self-esteem and the effects of social exclusion on both self-reported social pain and underlying brain mechanisms. Furthermore, we used psychophysiological interaction analysis to perform an exploratory investigation of the functional connectivity between the dACC and other brain regions during social exclusion.

METHODS

The current study involved an analysis of the same data set as that collected and analyzed in our previous fMRI study (Onoda et al., 2009). Therefore, the experimental procedures were of course identical, although the aim of the present study and the analyses described here are independent of and unrelated to this previous work.

Participants

Twenty-six healthy students (11 males, 15 females; mean age = 21.7 ± 1.3 years; range = 20–25 years; all right-handed) participated in the experiment. They were paid 2000 yen (~17 USD) each for their participation.

Questionnaire session

All participants completed some questionnaires before the fMRI session began. The Rosenberg self-esteem scale (Rosenberg, 1965; Yamamoto et al., 1982) asks respondents to indicate (on a 5-point scale) how much they agree with each of 10 statements that pertain to their general feelings about themselves, over the last few months: 1: strongly disagree, 5: strong agree; trait self-esteem score range = 10–50.
points). Trait self-esteem scores were then used to divide the participants into two groups. Based on a median split (median = 39), the upper 50% of the participants were defined as the high trait self-esteem group, with the lower 50% being assigned to the low trait self-esteem group. Other questionnaires administered included the Temperament and Character Inventory and Beck Depression Inventory, although these scores were not examined for the purposes of the present study.

fMRI session
Participants were initially told that the experimenters were interested in the neural mechanisms that underlie random decision-making, and that they would be playing a virtual ball-tossing game with computer players. Participants saw a ball, two virtual computer players on the left and right sides of the screen, an arm representing the participant on the lower center portion of the screen, and a message at the top of the screen. The computer players automatically threw the ball to each other or to the participant, waiting 1.0–2.0 s between throws. The participant could return the ball to one of the computer players by pressing one of two keys on a button box.

The fMRI task consisted of nine blocks (duration of ~50 s per block and 20 s rest periods between each block). The first three blocks comprised the social inclusion condition, during which participants received six or seven throws per block. The next three blocks comprised the social exclusion condition, during which participants received just one or two throws. In the social inclusion and exclusion conditions, the messages provided to participants consisted of experimental instructions. The last three blocks constituted the emotional support condition. These blocks were used to examine another research question and were not relevant for present purposes (refer to Onoda et al., 2009 for more information). Upon completion of the virtual game, participants completed questionnaires to assess social pain (Williams et al., 2000). Each questionnaire retrospectively assessed participants’ subjective experiences during each condition of the cyberball task ('I felt liked.', ‘I felt rejected.’, ‘I felt invisible.’, ‘I felt powerful.’).

fMRI data acquisition
A Siemens AG 1.5 T scanner was used to acquire imaging data. A time-course series of 168 volumes per participant was acquired with echo planar imaging sequences [repetition time (TR) = 4000 ms, echo time (TE) = 48 ms, field of view (FOV) = 256 mm, matrix size = 128 × 128, 38 slices, thick = 4 mm, flip angle = 90°]. Functional scans lasted 10 min and 50 s, including a pre-baseline interval (20 s). After functional scanning, structural scans were acquired using T1-weighted gradient echo pulse sequences (TR = 12 ms, TE = 4.5 ms, FOV = 256 mm, flip angle = 20).

fMRI data analysis
Imaging data were analyzed using SPM5 software (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). The first three volumes of each fMRI run were discarded because the MRI signal was unsteady. Slice timing correction was performed for each set of functional volumes. Each set was realigned to the first volume, spatially normalized to a standard template based upon the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) reference brain, and smoothed using an 8-mm full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel. A mixed design was modeled, with the regressors of (block-designed) social inclusion vs exclusion, and (event-related designed) response movement (deciding which character to throw the ball toward). The durations of the social inclusion and exclusion instars were set at ~50 s. Because number of responses differed across the two conditions, the activation related to the response movements was separated independently.

Random effects analyses of group were conducted using the contrast images generated for each participant. First, a comparison of high and low trait self-esteem groups was performed via whole-brain two-sample t-tests (contrast between social exclusion and inclusion). The statistical threshold for these t-tests was set at an uncorrected P < .005 and a cluster level of P < .05. All coordinates are reported in MNI coordinate space.

Psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis (Friston et al., 1997) captures correlations between brain regions in relation to the experimental paradigm. The seed region was a 6-mm sphere in the dACC, which was the peak area of activation identified in a preceding comparison of brain activity between high and low trait self-esteem groups (see Results section). The first eigenvariate time series for the seed region was extracted for each participant. The individual PPI images obtained during the social exclusion condition were used to perform a random effect analysis using whole-brain two sample t-test. The estimated connectivity was represented as a t-value, with a positive t-value representing a positive correlation between the seed region and the other region of interest. In the present study, PPI analysis was used to reveal differences in terms of the condition-specific contribution of one area to another during social exclusion. The threshold of the PPI analysis was set at an uncorrected P < .005 and a voxel size of >10.

RESULTS
We next divided the participants into two groups according to trait self-esteem scores. Mean scores on the trait self-esteem scale were 42.5 ± 2.5 and 34.9 ± 3.0 for the high and low trait self-esteem groups, respectively. There were no differences between the two groups in terms of age (high: 21.7 ± 1.4, low: 21.6 ± 1.2) or gender ratio (high: male/female = 5/8, low: 6/7). Figure 1 shows changes in social pain scores for each trait self-esteem group. A mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) with trait self-esteem (high versus low) as a
between-group factor and experimental condition (social inclusion vs exclusion) as a within-group factor was performed on self-reported social pain. There was a significant main effect of condition, $F(1,24) = 114.8$, $P < 0.0001$, and the two-way interaction between condition and trait self-esteem was also significant, $F(1,24) = 10.8$, $P < 0.05$. Bonferroni-corrected post hoc tests revealed that social pain scores were larger in the social exclusion condition than in the inclusion condition for both groups ($P$'s < 0.001), and that social pain scores in the social exclusion condition were larger in the low trait self-esteem group than in the high trait self-esteem group ($P < 0.01$).

Table 1 summarizes activation differences between the high and low trait self-esteem groups, for the contrast of social exclusion minus inclusion. The low trait self-esteem group showed more activation in the dACC, ventral anterior cingulate cortex (vACC), ventral medial prefrontal cortex, right hippocampus, bilateral parahippocampal gyrus, left thalamus, cerebellum and pons, relative to the high trait self-esteem group. No brain region showed greater activation in the high trait self-esteem group relative to the low trait self-esteem group.

To evaluate functional connectivity differences between the high and low trait self-esteem groups, we performed a PPI analysis of brain activation during the social exclusion condition. The seed region for this analysis was the dACC.

Table 2 summarizes the results of the PPI analysis. The right parahippocampal gyrus and left cerebellum showed relatively

---

**Table 1** Comparison of brain activation during social exclusion between high and low self-esteem groups (statistical criteria: uncorrected $P < 0.005$ and cluster level $P < 0.05$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain region</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$y$</th>
<th>$z$</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>$t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High &gt; Low trait self-esteem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dACC (24/33)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vACC(32)/vMPFC (11)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right insula (13)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left premotor cortex (6)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left IPL (40)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left OTC (19/39)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right OTC (19/39)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precuneus (7/31)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right visual cortex (19)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right hippocampus</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right PHG (35)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain region</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$y$</th>
<th>$z$</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>$t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low &gt; High trait self-esteem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No regions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Functional connectivity differences between high and low trait self-esteem groups during social exclusion (statistical criteria: uncorrected $P < 0.005$ and voxels >10)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain region</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$y$</th>
<th>$z$</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>$t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High &gt; Low trait self-esteem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right PHG (35)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left cerebellum</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain region</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$y$</th>
<th>$z$</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>$t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low &gt; High trait self-esteem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right VLPFC (45)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right MPFC (10)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left PMC (6)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right SPL (7)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

vMPFC, ventral medial prefrontal cortex; IPL, inferior parietal lobule; OTC, occipitotemporal cortex; PHG, parahippocampal gyrus.
greater positive connectivities to the dACC for the high trait self-esteem group as compared to the low trait self-esteem group. Conversely, the right ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC), right MPFC (Figure 3), left primary motor cortex, and right superior parietal lobule showed relatively greater positive connectivities for the low trait self-esteem group as compared to the high trait self-esteem group. To clarify whether the connectivity between the seed region and prefrontal cortex was positive or negative, the value of connectivity at the peak coordinate was statistically compared with zero. In the low trait self-esteem group, the connectivity between the dACC and MPFC and that between the dACC and right VLPFC were both significantly positive \( t'(12) > 2.34, \ P' < .05 \). Conversely, the connectivity between the dACC and MPFC in the high trait self-esteem group was significantly negative \( t(12) = 2.89, \ P < .05 \).

**DISCUSSION**

The present study examined the relationship between trait self-esteem and the effects of exposure to social exclusion on social pain and dACC activity. We hypothesized that individuals with lower trait self-esteem would be more responsive to ostracism, relative to those individuals with higher trait self-esteem. As a consequence, self-reported social pain and dACC activity should both be higher for individuals with low trait self-esteem. This pattern is exactly what we found. Furthermore, we found significant connections between the dACC and a network that includes the PFC in the low trait self-esteem group. Low trait self-esteem appears to be related in the experience of social pain, and a connection between the dACC and PFC may underlie this relationship.

The current study employed a cyberball task to expose the participants to social inclusion and exclusion conditions. Our participants experienced social pain during exclusion, despite the knowledge that their partners during the virtual tossing game were not real persons. As discussed earlier, computer-based tasks can induce genuine feelings of exclusion (Zadaro et al., 2004). Human beings appear to have the ability to detect even fairly low levels of social exclusion. The current study strongly suggests that responsiveness to social exclusion may be more predominant in people with lower trait self-esteem. Leary et al. (1995) reported a negative correlation between perceived exclusionary status and trait self-esteem. Furthermore, they found that participants with low trait self-esteem experienced more anxiety when they were asked to write an essay about being excluded (Leary, 2002). These findings are indicative of a significant relationship between trait self-esteem and the experience of social pain. The present study provides further evidence that supports a proposed relationship between trait self-esteem and social pain perception.

Sociometer theory (Leary et al., 1995; Leary and Baumeister, 2000) has two primary implications for understanding the interface between one’s self-esteem and one’s social world. First, the theory maintains that self-esteem is responsive to one’s social experiences. Specific instances of acceptance or rejection cause acute changes in the ‘state’ of one’s self-esteem (Leary et al., 1995). Second, the effects of acceptance or rejection likely accumulate over time, causing one to have chronically high or low ‘trait’ self-esteem. In an online diary study, people who described higher quality relationships with family, friends and romantic partners had higher levels of trait self-esteem (Denissen et al., 2008). Our findings and those of previous studies (Leary et al., 1995; Leary, 2002) support sociometer theory and suggest that the relationship between self-esteem and social experiences can be described as a loop.

We observed that people with lower trait self-esteem showed more dACC activity than did people with higher trait self-esteem. Previous work has shown that the dACC is activated in response to an episode of social rejection,
and that the magnitude of dACC activity is correlated with the magnitude of self-reported social pain following exclusion (Eisenberger et al., 2003). In addition, social support appears to diminish neural reactivity associated with social distress, such that greater levels of social support are associated with diminished levels of dACC activity (Eisenberger et al., 2007). It therefore seems likely that daily social support may predict responsiveness to ostracism, as well as contributing to the formation of healthy levels of trait self-esteem. Considering sociometer theory and our results, the relationship between daily social support and degree of dACC activity may itself be moderated by trait self-esteem.

PPI analysis revealed that during social exclusion, the dACC has a positive functional connectivity with the MPFC in those individuals who have low trait self-esteem. MPFC activity has been noted in many studies of self-referential processing (Fossati et al., 2003; Moran et al., 2006; Yoshimura et al., 2009) and theory of mind (Gallagher et al., 2000; Gallagher et al., 2002; McCabe et al., 2001). The increased connectivity between the MPFC and dACC observed here may be involved in such intra- and inter-individual cognitive functioning.

It must also be noted that we found a functional connectivity between the right VLPFC and dACC in our low trait self-esteem group. According to one influential brain model of hemispheric asymmetry in emotional processing, negative emotions appear to be lateralized in the right prefrontal cortex, as demonstrated by functional brain imaging studies (Canli et al., 1998). Furthermore, the right VLPFC has been implicated in the regulation or inhibition of pain-related distress and negative affect (Hariri et al., 2000; Small et al., 2001; Petrovic et al., 2002; Eisenberger et al., 2003;). The primate homolog of the VLPFC has efferent connections to the region of the ACC associated with pain distress (Cavada et al., 2000), suggesting that the VLPFC may partially regulate the ACC. In the study of Eisenberger et al. (2003), VLPFC activity was negatively correlated with self-reported distress, and dACC changes mediated the VLPFC-distress correlation, suggesting that the VLPFC regulates the distress produced during social exclusion by disrupting dACC activity. The positive connectivity between the dACC and right VLPFC observed in the low trait self-esteem group studied here may suggest a failure on the part of the VLPFC to suppress dACC functioning.

Another important consideration is that vACC activity also differed between our high and low trait self-esteem groups, showing essentially the same pattern as the dACC. The vACC is responsive to social exclusion during adolescence (Masten et al., 2009) and to one’s perceptions of emotional support (Coan et al., 2006; Onoda et al., 2009). Furthermore, it should be noted that clinical research has identified greater levels of vACC activity in depression (Chen et al., 2007; Keedwell et al., 2009; Yoshimura et al., in press). The vACC may also therefore play an important role in the experience of social exclusion. However, previous studies have shown that the vACC is involved in more positive affective processes, including social acceptance (Somerville et al., 2006), lower sensitivities to facial rejection (Burklund, et al., 2007) and optimism (Sharot et al., 2007). The vACC seems to be involved in emotional processing regardless of the specific valence of the experienced emotion.

In conclusion, the current study revealed that trait self-esteem predicts responsiveness to ostracism and corresponding dACC activity, such that people with lower trait self-esteem show increased social pain and dACC activity relative to people with higher trait self-esteem. The observed dACC activity was itself associated with MPFC and VLPFC activity, and these brain connectivities underlie the social pain differences between groups. On the other hand, neuroticism (Boyes and French, 2009), social anxiety (Zadro et al., 2006), social status and gender (Bozin and Yoder, 2008) are also related to perceptions of social pain. It is necessary to examine the relationships between trait self-esteem and these variables.
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